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រលំងប៉ុនម នែខពីេនះមក េរកយេពលែដលេលក សនួ វលិរតឡបម់កេធវើករឯភនំ
េពញ នង សយូ េនែតមន កឯ់ងឯរសុកសិរេីសភណ័ នងឆលងទេនលបនបុរតរបុស
មួយរបូលអេឆើតឆយគរួឲយេចតនេពកណស។់1111  េនេពលរបកកឆ់មប នងសនមត
នមកនូនងេហថ «សផូត»។ 2222                             13131313 
 

ឱ! េយើងេភលចនឹងនិយយឲយចបសល់ស ់េរឿងនង សយូ ករំព។3333      14141414 
 

នង សយូ ដចូអសេ់លក — អនកបនរជបបនតិចមកេហើ យ ជរសកីរំពឥតមន
បិតមតរគបរ់គងរកសនងេទ។4444  ឪពកុមដ យនងពីេដើមជអនករកសុីេធវើកសិកមម 
មនរទពយសមបតតសិមគរួ។5555   

1111.ឆលងទេនល (literally "to cross the river") is a colloquial expression meaning "to give birth".  បុរត is the 
literary (and royal) word for "male child"; េចតន is "will, intention, desire".  "He was so handsome, a 
child one should desire to give birth to". 
2222.បងកកឆ់មប or របកកឆ់មប  is a ceremony in which the midwife is ritually thanked for helping with the 
birth, and at which the baby is named.  សនមតនមកនូថ "she decided/concluded that his name would 
be..." 
3333.Our beloved author will perform this sort of literary "bonking-us-over-the-head" meta-narration, as well 
as telegraphing plot twists ahead of time, again and again in this story.  ករំព is "orphan". 
4444.រជប  is a respectful, formal form of ដងឹ .  It falls in that class of words like  ពិស which you only use 
to show respect to others, and never use in reference to yourself.  រគបរ់គង usually means "to rule" (in 
the political sense), but here it simply means "take care of; watch over". 
5555.កសិកមម  is the literary word for "farming".  រទពយសមបតត ិmeans "possessions". 

ជំពកូទ ២ 
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កលែដលនង សយូ េនជកមុរេីនេឡើយ មនមួយឆន េំនះជរដវូរងំខល ងំ
ណស ់ េនកនុងែរសដេីគកគងំដលរ់កទកឹដកប់នតិចបនតួចគម ន។6666  រសូវែដលសទូង
េហើ យ កង៏បអ់សឥ់តសល។់  េវលេនះឪពកុនង សយូ កពំងុមនជមងឺឈឺទរុនទ់រុ
យ៉ងេវទន រគូឯណៗេមើលពុំបនសះេសប ើយេឡើយ។  េហតែុតអកសុលផលកមម
សអ ងរកសពី់មុនមក ឪពកុនងកទ៏ទលួអនិចចកមមេទ។7777  េវលេនះនង សយូ និង
មតេកើតទកុខេសកសេរងងសៃរងអេឡះអលយ័ៃរកេពកសត យរបូបុគគលែដល
រតូវជឪពកុនិងបដី នឹងរករបសអ់វីែដលមនតៃំលរកសៃ់រកយកមកផទឹមពុំបនេសមើ
េឡើយ។8888                           15151515 
 

6666.កមុរ ីis the formal (and royal) word for "female child" (កមុរ is the formal word for "male child"; 
Sanskrit is inflected for gender, unlike Khmer.  កមុរ is gender-neutral). 
7777.This is a key sentence, and it continues a theme founded on the belief that "misfortune in the present 
life always follows from misdeeds in prvious lives" which we'll see throughout this novel. 
អកសុលផលកមម is "bad or negative karma".  ទទលួអនិចចកមម is a highly formal and respectful term 
meaning "to die". 
8888.A very flowery, typical (and considered quite well-written and beautiful) literary Khmer sentence.  It 
translates as "at that time, សយូ and her mother suffered great grief due to missing with deep affec-
tion and regretting the loss of the individual who was father [to one of them] and husband [to the other]; 
they could not find anything of such value as might be equal [to him]".  See the vocabulary list at the 
end of the chapter for the meanings of individual words in the sentence. 
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តងំែតពីបុរសបដីកសយ័ជីវតិេនៃថងណ អនកជមតនង សយូ មិនរតឹមែតរពួយនឹង
បុរសបដីប៉ុណណឹ ងេទ ែថមមកេកើតទកុខមយ៉ងេទៀតេដយរទពយសមបតតកិ នុងផទះរលយអស ់
េរពះខ លនួបនចយវយទញិថន សំងកូវែថេរគបដីឈឺជបជ់យរូែខ។9999  របរែដលធល បរ់ក
បនផលទងំប៉ុនម នកេ៏ទជរកពុំបន។                    16161616 
 

េកើតទកុខនឹងខសតធ់នធនជកររទបំនេទ? ឯេកើតទកុខនឹងរពតស់ងសរគបច់តិតេចញពី
ខ លនួ ជទកុខេវទនខល ងំពនេ់ពកណស។់  ជនែដលមនចតិតទនជ់នួកលេទជឆកួតលីលក៏
មន ជនួកលេទជេកើតទកុខសគមរងីៃរលះុដលក់សយ័ជីវតិកម៏ន។       17171717 
 

ឯមតនង សយូ ណមួយរពួយនឹងបដី ណមួយរពួយនឹងបងធ់នធន េដយមិនបន
ែសវងរករពះធមស៌េងវគយកមកដសេ់តឿនចតិត អនកកម៏នទកុខខល ងំេពកេទៗជឈឺ
េទៀត។  េបើេរកែតអំពីនងករមមនរសតឯីណអយ ុ ១២ ឆន  ំ េចះេមើលែថរកសរទពយ
សមបតតបិីបចរ់កសជមងឺអនកមនគណុដចូនងេទ។  មដ យនងឈឺេពញដបែ់ខ ែរសនង
ទងំប៉ុនម ននងលកេ់មើលេរគមដ យអស ់ ប៉ុែនត េរគេនះពុំបនជរសឡះេឡើយបនតិច
េឃើញថរគនេ់បើ បនតិចរតឹេឡើងវញិ។                    18181818 
 

ៃថងមួយជមងឺរតឹែតខល ងំេឡើង នងមនេសចកដភីតិភយ័ជខល ងំ បនតិចមកជមងឺេនះេលែបរ
ជរសួលវញិ រសួលេលើសពីេដើមផង នងមនចតិតេរតកអរអេនកេពក េភលចគតិេធៀប
េមើលនឹងពនលឺេភលើងចេងកៀងេរបងកតេវលែដលនឹងអសេ់របង ែដលមនអណដ តតចិ

9999.កសយ័ជីវតិ is another fancy term for dying.  The structure "មិនរតឹមែត [verb phrase #1] ប៉ុណណឹ ងេទ  
ែថម  [verb phrase #2]" means "Not only was [verb phrase #1] the case, but beyond that, [verb phrase 
#2] happened as well (and complicated/added to/made things worse)".  See the exercises at the end of 
this chapter for more on this.  រលយ "all gone".  ចយវយ "to spend". ថន សំងកូវ "medicine, drugs". 
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េហើ យមុននឹងរលតស់ង តស់នូយ ែបរជមនភលសឺទុះខល ងំគរួឲយេជឿជកថ់ែលងរលតវ់ញិ 
ប៉ុែនតេសចកដសីងឃមឹេនះមិនមនយរូអែងវងេទ។  ចេងកៀងគម នេរបងឲយេឆះឯណបន? 
មដ យនង សយូ បនតិចមកខយលក់មមជ ជវតវយសល បម់ួយរេំពច។          19191919 
 

ពេុទធ ! ពេុទធ ! ឱគរួឲយអសរូនង សយូ ណស!់ នងយំេសកេបកខ លនួមនទកុខេវទន
ជខល ងំ។                           20202020 
 

តងំែតអំពីៃថងេនះមក នងេទជកមុរកីរំពឥតញតមិួយ។10101010          21212121 
 

េរកយមកនងេទរជកេកនពនួអតម េនផទះអនកជិតខងមន ក ់ ែដលជអនកមនធម៌
សបបុរស។  លះុនងអយ ុ១៧ ឆន  ំ េលកេចហវ យ សនួ បនេទនិយយលងួេលម
នងលចួរបតពិទ័ ធេដយចតិតនឹងចតិត។11111111   

See the notes following this chapter for details on what's going on grammatically in paragraphs 18 and 
19.  Basically, as the author continues the story of Soyaa's mother's sickness of grief following her hus-
band's death, he goes into an extended allegory (in paragraph 19) comparing a dying person to a lamp 
running out of oil.  This may all seem a bit heavy-handed, and it is, but the author knows his audience 
well.  This chapter is guaranteed to bring almost any Cambodian steeped in traditional culture who 
reads it (or hears it read) to tears.  You needn't study this section in too much detail...unless you really 
want to! 
 
10101010. Just so you realize the full impact of Soyaa's situation, keep in mind that being an orphan--being 
without family, or without lineage (the latter is stressed here)--is considered an extremely awful thing in 
traditional Khmer culture ..perhaps to a greater extent than in American culture, where we at least see 
some value in things like "alone time" and romanticize figures like the lone, solitary individual.  Such 
concepts are quite foreign to the thinking of traditionally-minded Khmers. 
11111111. Which is all a rather fancy and "cultured" way of saying that "when she was 17, she was cajoled 
and charmed by Suon into having an affair with him" (លងួេលម is "to cajole") 
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នង សយូ នឹកសងឃមឹញញឹមទកុថ ខ លនួេទមុខនឹងបនរគនេ់បើ ពីេរពះនងេជឿ
ជកព់កយេលក សនួ ពីេរះឈងុយឆង ញ់ចកុកនុងរតេចៀកនង។12121212      22222222 
 

ឱរសតីេកមងលងងទ់ងំឡយេអើយ!13131313           23232323 
 

េលកអនករបែហលរជបយលប់នតិចេហើ យេរឿងនង សយូ ករំព ែដលេយើងបន
ពណ៌នយ៉ងខ លមីក។14141414 ឥឡូវេយើងសមូែថលងតេរកយែដលនងសរមលបនកនូ
របុសរបូលអសមសនួ។15151515            24242424 
 

រគបែ់តមតកនុងេលក កនូរបសខ់ លនួជរទពយៃថលវេិសស ែដលមិនចងឲ់យរេបះឃល តពី
កយ នង សយូ កជ៏មតដចូជមតឯេទៀតែដរ ប៉ុែនតចតិ តេសនហនងេលើរបូ
ទរក េរចីនខល ងំេលើសចតិតមតឯេទៀតបនតិច។16161616   

12121212. ខ លនួេទមុខនឹងបនរគនេ់បើ  "she thought her situation in life would improve".  ពកយ ..... ពីេរះ
ឈងុយឆង ញ់ចកុកនុងរតេចៀក "sweet and tasty beautiful words [that Suon] inserted into [her] ear".  That, 
my friends, is some nice Khmer writing. 
13131313. "Oh, all you stupid [naive and gullible] young girls!"  A slight case of victim-blaming.  Notice also 
how, while the actions of men like Suon are condemned as wrong, it's women like Soyaa who have to 
suffer for them because they did wrong in a previous life.  Riiiiight. 
14141414. ពណ៌ន "to describe"...a very useful "educated" word to know. 
15151515. This paragraph tells us that the flashback is over, we know the background on Soyaa that we need 
to know, and now we'll return to the "present day" story of Soyaa and her newborn son, Sophat.  
សរមល means "to give birth to a child" (literally "to lighten [oneself]"). 
16161616. រទពយៃថលវេិសស  is "special or prized possession"; កយ means "body". ទរក is "baby" or 
sometimes even "fetus". េលើស  is "to exceed".  រេបះឃល ត "to slip away". 


